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[UK] Opportunity and innovation 
are the cornerstone of any new 
business - one is pretty much 
useless without the other. Never 
has this been more true than in 
the case of Exeter-based load 
monitoring specialist 
BroadWeigh. The brand was 
established in 2010 by 
Mantracourt Electronics - 
a name unfamiliar to most in the 
entertainment sector but 
world-class in industrial sensing. 
Mantracourt has spent the last 
45 years designing and 
innovating electronics and 
software for globally-renowned 
OEMs who deliver sensing 
solutions into all manner of 
industrial sectors. 

“It was the eureka moment 
of a young electronics design 
engineer working on the 
latest wireless telemetry 
system release at Mantracourt 
that really kick-started 
the BroadWeigh brand,” 
explains Kelly Voysey, sales 
and marketing manager for 
Mantracourt. “He was also 
a part-time rigger in the local 
area and quickly saw how the 
new wireless system could 
simply and succinctly deliver 
realtime information on rigging 
loads. His thinking was that, 
if he could save time during 
installs and see data from 
multiple rigging points without 
a complicated set-up, then this 
was a tool others needed to 
know about, too.”

And so, the idea of producing 
a ‘ready-to-go’ wireless shackle 
with associated accessories 
and software tailored to the 
entertainment professional 
took root and, following a 
development and market-testing 
period, BroadWeigh was born. 

While wireless technology was 
not new at the time, Mantracourt 
had succeeded in developing 
an innovative system which 
operated in a much simpler but 
more powerful way to others on 
the market. “One of our earliest 
adopters was the National 
Theatre in London, who began 
using the shackle to understand 
loads on a fire curtain. They liked 
it and feedback from other users 
was positive so we took the step 
of approaching some of the 

leading entertainment technology 
distributors in the UK,” says 
Voysey.

A.C. Entertainment 
Technologies (AC-ET) was one of 
the first distribution companies 
that BroadWeigh approached. 
Rigging sales manager at 
AC-ET, Matt Millward, explains: 
“Immediately, we knew that 
this was a brand we wanted 
in our rigging portfolio. We 
could see straight away how 
the BroadWeigh system cut 
through the complexities of 
existing wireless systems on the 
market. The difference was that 
it was intended to be a far more 
accessible platform, both from 
a financial perspective and 
a technical one.”

As market response to 
the brand grew, BroadWeigh 
ploughed its efforts into 
expanding the brand’s 
geographic market, establishing 
distributors in Europe and the US. 
Fast-forward nearly a decade, and 
BroadWeigh is now represented 
in 15 countries across the globe, 
with this number still increasing. 
Customers now span a sizeable 
part of the entertainment industry 
- large arena and stadium 
concerts and world tours, car 
shows, Eurovision, trade shows, 
auto shows and conventions and 

A tonne of possibilities
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circus performing schools are 
just some examples of where and 
how BroadWeigh’s wireless kit 
is used.

Mantracourt is based in 
the UK but has a trading 
company in the US, so as 
a brand BroadWeigh sits 
within the company structure. 
“Currently, we are planning for a 
BroadWeigh inventory to be held 
in North America to support our 
talented team of distributors who 
represent us day-to-day, face-to-
face,” says Voysey.

Michael Sorowka is MD 

of Paradigm Rigging, one of 
BroadWeigh’s representatives in 
North America. He comments: 
“BroadWeigh has played a huge 
role in the entertainment rigging 
market over here in recent years. 
This is evident in the number of 
productions trusting their shows 
with the brand. As more and 
more productions are requiring 
the technology, and rental houses 
are growing rental stock, it is 
only solidifying BroadWeigh as 
a leader in the field.”

“Health and safety legislation 
has developed a lot in the last 20 

years,” says Tom Lilly, application 
engineer at BroadWeigh. “From 
LOLER in 1998 to CDM in 2015, 
there has been more suggestion 
that load monitoring is 
necessary. In terms of load cells, 
the technology has been around 
for a long time, but has only in 
recent years been suitable for 
complex entertainment rigging. 
Before that, if you wanted a load 
cell, you were pretty limited. 
As a rigger myself, the first 
time I used a load cell was to 
weigh a Harrier jump jet before 
it was flown from a crane in 

London! Nowadays, you can 
have systems with many load 
cells all reporting back to one 
place. This was further improved 
with wireless technology, saving 
time and allowing monitoring 
in multiple places without the 
hassle of cables. In the last 20 
years, rigging systems have 
become more complex and 
harder to ensure that the loads 
are distributed as calculated. 
A couple of bumps here and 
there on a motor can make a big 
difference if you are close to 
the limit.”
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BroadWeigh’s load cell shackles 
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